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Hemel: Using ELF symbols extracted from dynamically linked ELF binaries

Using ELF symbols extracted from dynamically linked
ELF binaries for fingerprinting
Abstract
Detecting provenance of dynamically linked ELF binaries can be achieved by creating fingerprints
using information in the dynamic symbol table and comparing these to fingerprints created by symbols
from reference binaries, or from symbols extracted from source code. Fingerprints can be stored in a
database or turned into rules for the YARA pattern matching tool.
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Background
Code provenance for binaries is becoming an increasingly important topic, especially in the context of
cybersecurity, but also to help find copyright infringements. Various governments have launched
initiatives to get a better view of what is inside software. As software is often shipped in binary only
form it is important to be able to analyse binary files.

Copyright infringement
Many software programs are built on open source software. Depending on the license of the software
used different rules have to be followed, such as disclosure of source code under the same or similar
license, or attribution for authors. These conditions are very often not followed, leading to copyright
infringement and copyright infringement lawsuits. Detecting possible open source license violation
without access to source code is more difficult than when access to source code is available[1].

Security issues
Security of software is a big concern, as it can possibly lead to disclosure of sensitive information,
identity theft and other types of damage. Without having access to source code finding security
problems are harder and sometimes near impossible to detect.

Proposed method
There are various executable formats and many operating systems or programming languages use
different executable formats. The standard executable format on Linux based and Unix-like operating
systems is the Executable and Linking Format (ELF) format[2].
ELF binaries are constructed by compiling source code files into binary object files and combining
these into an executable or a shared library. If code plus all dependencies are combined into a single
executable the result is a statically linked ELF program. If the binary code and dependencies are
combined when the program is run the program is dynamically linked instead.
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When executing dynamically linked programs another program called the “dynamic linker” is invoked,
which uses information contained in the program that is being executed, as well as configuration
information with search paths of where to potentially find dependencies. For this to work an ELF
binary stores information about which functions and variables are stored in the binary itself, and which
functons and variables should be retrieved from dependencies. This information is stored in the so
called “dynamic symbol section”. This information can be extracted using standard Linux tools such as
readelf or by using a custom parser.
The information retrieved can be separated in a few categories:
1. undefined symbols: these are symbols that need to be retrieved from dependencies, or
“imported”
2. defined symbols: locally defined symbols
These symbols can further be separated into:
1. function symbols: symbols used for functions
2. object symbols: symbols used for variable names
3. “no type” symbols: generated symbols
These symbols can be used for fingerprinting binaries. As it turns out the collection of symbols defined
in a binary is fairly unique. This is because on systems that use ELF as executable the binaries and
dependencies are typically operating in a single namespace, meaning that there is little overlap between
symbols. If they exist, they overwhelmingly overlap between binaries and libraries that come from the
same code base.
Fingerprinting can be done by looking at the collection of symbols extracted from the binary and
comparing these to symbols extracted from ELF binaries with a known provenance, or names of
symbols extracted from source code.
There are a few possible ways to look at the symbols for fingerprinting:
1. consider all symbols
2. only look at locally defined symbols
3. only look at undefined, imported symbols
The third method is somewhat similar to malware research for Windows PE binaries, where “PE
Imports” and “import hashing” are frequently used to fingerprint malware binaries[3]. For ELF import
hashing something similar has been done in the “telfhash” project [4][5].
The method described in this document only looks at the defined symbols, not at the undefined
symbols.
The defined symbols in a file can possibly contain noise that needs to be filtered first. For example,
certain standard symbols can be found in most ELF files, such as the stdout, stdin and stderr
symbols. There are also symbols that are generated by the compiler and inserted into many ELF
binaries. There are also certain symbols that are possibly not that useful for fingerprinting, such as
“weak” symbols.
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An example tool to extract the relevant information from a dynamically linked ELF binary on a Linux
system is the readelf program, which is part of the GNU binutils package.
The information could be extracted as follows using readelf :
$ readelf -W --dyn-syms /bin/bash | grep -v UND
This command extracts all the dynamic symbols (in “wide notation”, so output is not truncated) and all
of the undefined symbols (which are located in dependencies) are filtered out. The first part of the
output on a Linux system will look like this:
Symbol table '.dynsym' contains 2435 entries:
Num:
Value
Size Type
Bind
227: 00000000000d4c50 1005 FUNC
GLOBAL
228: 000000000004e450
25 FUNC
GLOBAL
229: 0000000000098d90
35 FUNC
GLOBAL
230: 00000000000bffb0
55 FUNC
GLOBAL
231: 0000000000042350
140 FUNC
GLOBAL
232: 0000000000143cf8
4 OBJECT GLOBAL
233: 000000000013b034
4 OBJECT GLOBAL

Vis
DEFAULT
DEFAULT
DEFAULT
DEFAULT
DEFAULT
DEFAULT
DEFAULT

Ndx
15
15
15
15
15
26
25

Name
rl_old_menu_complete
maybe_make_export_env
initialize_shell_builtins
extglob_pattern_p
dispose_cond_node
exit_immediately_on_error
glob_asciirange

The useful symbols can be divided in several categories: function names (called FUNC in the Type
field) and variable names (called OBJECT in the Type field). There are also other types, such as
NOTYPE and TLS , but these can be safely ignored, as they are typically generated by the compiler.
The collections of function names and variable names can (individually or together) serve as a
fingerprint which can be compared to a knowledgebase of fingerprints generated from binaries or from
source code.
A knowledgebase could be implemented as a database that can be queried, but it could also be
implemented as a collection of rule files for YARA[6].
Symbols from dynamically linked ELF binaries can be extracted as described above. To extract
symbols from source code the source code needs to be processed or analysed. A good tool to do this on
a Linux system is the ctags tool which can extract function names and variable names.
For example, to extract only the function names from a file called exit.c the following command could
be used:
$ ctags -x --c-kinds=f exit.c
Part of the output could look like this:
abort
function
check_stack_usage function
check_stack_usage function

1810 exit.c
704 exit.c
724 exit.c

__weak void abort(void)
static void check_stack_usage(void)
static inline void check_stack_usage(void) {}

The first column contains the symbol name that should be extracted.
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Claims
This invention claims the following steps for generating a knowledgebase from binary files:
1. a system that receives a dynamically linked ELF file and extracts all dynamically linked
symbols, along with information of whether or not they are symbols coming from dependencies
(undefined symbols) or local (defined symbols), plus information about the type.
2. the method of claim 1 wherein the symbols are filtered and only local function name symbols
and local variable name symbols are stored in separate lists.
3. the method of claim 2 where each list (function names and variable names) is stored in a
database together with meta information about the origin of the ELF binary (such as package
name, download URL, location of corresponding source code, and so on)
4. the method of claim 2 where each list (function names and variable names) is turned into one or
multiple rules files for YARA
This invention claims the following steps for generating a knowledgebase from source code files:
1. a system that receives one or more source code files and extracts all relevant symbol names
(function names and variable names) from the source code with ctags or another tool
2. the method of claim 1 wherein the function name symbols and variable name symbols are
stored in separate lists
3. the method of claim 2 where each list (function names and variable names) is stored in a
database together with meta information about the origin of the source code (such as package
name, download URL, location of the source code, and so on)
4. the method of claim 2 where each list (function names and variable names) is turned into one or
multiple rules files for YARA
This invention claims the following steps for fingerprinting a binary using a generated database:
1. a system that receives a dynamically linked ELF file and extracts all dynamically linked
symbols, along with information of whether or not they are symbols coming from dependencies
(undefined symbols) or local (defined symbols), plus information about the type.
2. the method of claim 1 wherein the symbols are filtered and only local function name symbols
and local variable name symbols are stored in separate lists.
3. the method of claim 2 wherein the symbols are compared to symbols stored in a database to
find the best match
4. the method of claim 3 wherein the best match, if any, is reported including any associated
metadata. Alternatively a list of matches (best matches and close matches) with associated
metadata can be reported.
This invention claims the following steps for fingerprinting a binary using YARA files that were
generated:
1. a system that receives a dynamically linked ELF file and extracts all dynamically linked
symbols, along with information of whether or not they are symbols coming from dependencies
(undefined symbols) or local (defined symbols), plus information about the type.
2. the method of claim 1 wherein the symbols are filtered and only local function name symbols
and local variable name symbols are stored in separate lists.
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3. the method of claim 2 wherein the YARA tool, plus generated YARA rules are used to find the
best match
4. the method of claim 3 wherein the best match, if any, is reported including any associated
metadata. Alternatively a list of matches (best matches and close matches) with associated
metadata can be reported.
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